Rubrics - Assessment of Tuneful Singing

4= Advanced  Student sings repertoire example tunefully making no errors
3= Proficient  Student sings repertoire example tunefully making only a few errors in singing that occasionally detract from the overall performance.
2= Basic  Student sings repertoire example making some errors in singing that detract from the overall performance.
1= Beginning  Student is not singing repertoire example tunefully yet

Performance Assessment of Rhythm Syllables

4= Advanced  Student sings rhythm syllables for repertoire example while clapping making no errors.
3= Proficient  Student sings rhythm syllables for repertoire example while clapping the rhythm making only a few errors that occasionally detract from the overall performance.
2= Basic  Student sings rhythm syllables for repertoire examples while clapping the rhythm making some errors that detract from the overall performance.
1= Beginning  Student cannot sing and clap the rhythm of repertoire example with rhythm syllables.